In this project MYOPIA travels between Earth and planet
Groth in The Abneveroth System to witness and document
the greatest cosmic operation in Earth’s history: colonization
of another planet.
Colonization is inevitable and will take place sooner or later.
Maybe it is happening here and now in one of the parallel
realities?….
Enter Insectmasterplan………..

Huge telescopes spotted planet Groth in The
Abneveroth System many years ago. It seemed
to be similar to Earth and several unmanned
spacecrafts sent there confirmed that presumption.
To be absolutely sure and to collect full material for
laboratory tests THE EXPLORER, a manned research
spaceship, was sent to Groth. It is just coming back
to Earth ….

PLANET GROTH
Shy brightness lights up the blackness of
cosmos
Research spaceship completed mission
And tears the vacuum towards Earth
Making a bridge between old’n’new worlds.
EXPLORER’s landing
Begins a scientific session
Fully loaded labs
Never-ending analyses
Planet Groth – new Promised Land
Confirms established for years picture
The view of Earth’s perfect reflection
Darkens chemical details

Decision had been made
Before EXPLORER was back
Sick scientific minds
Would have hidden the worst anyway
Computers state final opinion:
The Blue Planet is too crowded
The only chance to survive
Is to colonize the new world
Surprised eyes of the universe watch
The greatest cosmic operation
Unknown depth opens its gates
Colonization ON !

After some part of the research was carried out,
it was assumed that the planet’s conditions were
satisfactory for human settlement. Colonization
began. A spaceship with dozens of families aboard
is just approaching planet Groth. The people are
to set up a colony and prepare a base for further
colonists.

THE COLONY
We’re approaching Groth
Initiate landing procedure
Commander-in-chief reports:
Landing with no disturbances
Landscape similar to Earth’s
Adaptation without problems
Pure planet
Gives in to modern technology
		
On purpose?
		
Consciously?
Precisely arranged destiny?

Pitiless machinery
Hurts virgin soil
Primitive settlements
Transform into steel cities
Harvesters of the new world
Metropolis up to horizon
Conquer, capture
Absorb, prepare
		
Consciously?
Transmission abates
Signal disappears
Forgotten in space

There was no further transmission from the colony
on Groth. The more alarming, then, became earlier
signals about mysterious impossible to identify
epidemic spreading among the colonists.

FACTOR X
No transmission!
No signal!
Contact has been lost
The signal disappeared in the depths
Of cosmic corridor
Words vanish
In indifferent vacuum
Only flickering stars
Absorb last phrases –
Unaware and brave colonists’
Panic calls for help
Deep conspiracy
Creates new expedition
To brighten
Frozen hopes
The price is unimportant
Colonization at all costs

The new transmission arrives:
The Promised Land untouched
Dead bases and cities
The human smell has gone
Only winds of destiny
Spread the remains of pioneer hope
Metropolises seem to be screaming
Through their glass faces
Unpolluted atmosphere
And no reason
Unknown factor
Unidentified factor

It was unknown what had annihilated all settlers
on Groth. A new expedition did not find any
contamination. A decision was made though, that
sending another group of people might be too risky.
The planet adaptation is to be temporarily carried
out by somebody else ….

PROJECT INSECT
Factor X is to be
Detected and neutralized
The colonization plan
Stimulates scientists’ minds
The new project of
Priority status
Pulled a black curtain
After the missing
Huge walls
No windows and no doors
The top secret lab
Conceals resistant to death insects
Modified
Mutated
Absorb viruses and bacteria
They transform into unnatural forms
Dissimilar to insects?

Sent to Groth
They fight the invisible enemy
Years past
They still persist. Evolution
The absorption process finishes
The new world is cured
Restored metropolises
Await impatiently
Await!

Researches over human clones have been going
on for ages. They started a long time before the
cosmic program EXPLORER was launched.The public
opinion received only casual or untrue information
concerning these researches. The whole truth took
place in hidden, top-secret laboratories …

CLONES
Desolate area
Hidden entrance
Corridor, deep under ground
Door
Another secret lab
Human clones
Closed in glass tubes
Mature
Sleep
Don’t live yet
Hundreds
Different growth stadia
Perfect copies
Awaiting activation
Clones
Clones everywhere

Years passed. The insects moved away from the
pioneer colonist-built base but it seemed that they
fulfilled their mission. It was assumed, though, that
it was still too dangerous to send there another
group of people. Secret laboratories confirmed that
information about clones being ready for activation.
It is time for clones, then, to rule on Groth …

MASTERPLAN
Purified Groth
Awaiting
Clones-activation
They will replace insects
If factor X is reborn
Replicants will die
Better them
Than human beings
Clones’ days
Are numbered anyway
They’ve got dysfunction:
Short life
Unaware
Colonize settlements
On Groth

PLANET EARTH

The planet indeed was prepared for re-colonization and
deadly factor X seemed to have disappeared. Replicants
took over and developed the settlements on Groth. They set
up families. Not before long, though, they discovered horrible
truth about who they really were, why they were sent to that
place and how short life they had before them. After some
fifteen years of preparation and handing down acquired
knowledge from one generation to another, clones are ready
to take revenge.

Insect-n-clone experiment
Gets out of control
Clones found the truth:
Being a copy is strange,
A guinea pig – horrible
A three-year-lasting life
Is unbearable
A few whole generations of
Replicants already died
Their descendants
Come to Earth
To get revenge
Before they die

Nuclear weapons give no chances for either of the
two armies: humans’ or clones’.There are some more
spaceships, however, on their way from planet Groth
to Earth.The spaceships are carrying underestimated
and forgotten a long time ago creatures…

FORGOTTEN RACE
Flash of the nuclear axe
Total war
No winners
No losers
Smoldering ruins
Some spaceships land
Neither humans’
Nor clones’
Aliens?
Makes no sense!
Aliens?
Wrong features…
Insects return to the place
Of their creation
Their disappearance on Groth
Didn’t rise any concern
Insects pulled out and developed
Nobody ever checked
The dark side of the planet…

The end of transmisson.

